TUNE IN THE FUTURE
technologies. We are conscious of the
digital boom, but do not see it as a threat.
In fact, we believe that radio is still the
most popular medium in homes, villages,
for people on the move, those working
in fields, brick kilns, factories – the list is
endless.

ARCHANA
KAPOOR
When I first
approached my
friends with the
idea of starting a
radio festival, there
were a lot of apprehensions about
why radio. “Why not audio? Why not
podcast? How will radio be able to garner
support? The youth will not be able to
connect with it”. These are some of the
pertinent concerns that cropped up. But
I was convinced that there was a need to
celebrate the first wireless medium that
truly connected people - Radio. They
agreed.

Unlike any other medium, radio reflects
the diversity and plurality of our
country. With close to 300 community
radio stations, 500 private commercial
radio stations and over 400 All India
Radio Stations broadcasting in different
languages and dialects, radio covers
almost 99% of the 1.3 billion people of
India. It is the second most accessed
media platform, outpacing social
networking and only behind television,
according to a report released by the
market research firm, Nielsen.

Welcome to the 3rd Edition of The Radio
Festival (TRF)!

According to the report, radio is the
most effective medium of advertising
among the 26-45 years age group and
overall, is the most trusted medium for
information. Clearly, radio is a medium
that cannot be ignored and this festival
is a testimony to that!

As we gather together once again to
celebrate sound from the prism of radio,
in 2020 we do so with an eye on the
future: a future that promises inclusivity
and integration. TRF, too, reflects this
spirit as professionals and stakeholders
from all three tiers of radio broadcasting
– public, private and community –
podcasters and others in the space of
sound come together to celebrate this
diverse medium.

As we Tune in the Future at the 3rd
edition of TRF, I invite you all to explore
the many facets of this inimitable
medium which was the first to pave
a path for two-way communication:
emphasising and ensuring that your
voice is heard. At this festival let us
continue to defy the boundaries that
separate us and embrace the vision
that radio laid down: of connecting us
all and bringing us closer.

Launched in 2018, with the support
of UNESCO and the belief my friends
placed in me, the festival has grown into
a free space that stimulates conversations,
debates and new ideas. It is a place where
we deliberate on the challenges faced by
the traditional medium of broadcast, the
need to reinvent ourselves and adopt new
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Happy speaking and listening!
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THE RADIO
FESTIVAL:
MESSAGE
ERIC FALT

this year on 13 February to highlight
radio as a medium; to improve
international cooperation between
broadcasters; and to encourage
major networks and community
radio stations alike to promote
access to information. World Radio
Day was first proclaimed by UNESCO
in November 2011 and endorsed
by the United Nations General
Assembly in December 2012. The date
13 February was chosen as a tribute
to the day when UN Radio was
established in 1946.

Radio—a vibrant and powerful
medium—is the epitome of diversity
and constitutes a platform for
democratic discourse. Universally,
radio remains the most extensively
used medium of communication.
Its unique ability to reach out and
serve the widest range of audiences
gives radio the power to shape a
society’s experience of diversity, thus
presenting an arena for all voices to
speak out and be heard.
Even in the most marginalised and
digitally dark regions of the world,
radio has ascertained its value as
a cost-effective, fair, and inclusive
medium of communication; serving
diverse communities, offering a wide
variety of programs, viewpoints and
content, and reflecting the diversity
of audiences.

Community Radio (CR) in particular,
is crucial to ensuring media pluralism
and freedom of expression in rural
areas. As an alternative medium to
public and commercial media, as well
as social media, CR is characterised
by its accountability to, and
participation of, the communities.

To commemorate the diversity of this
vital medium of mass communication,
World Radio Day will be celebrated
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At UNESCO, we believe that CR
can also be used as a tool for
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good governance. It can be used
for
information
dissemination
about
societal
and
individual
entitlements, and disaster risk
reduction. Moreover, it can enable
the most vulnerable to become
active participants in decisionmaking process.

levels to strengthen India’s CR
landscape. We are pleased to have
had a positive impact through our
capacity development initiatives,
advocacy efforts, our support for
the establishment of CR stations, the
implementation of strategic smallscale projects, and our institution of a
UNESCO Chair on Community Media
at the University of Hyderabad to
promote research, documentation,
training and advocacy.

UNESCO’s
Media
Development
Indicators (2008) observe that
while the media is a platform for
democratic discourse, the proximity
of community media to citizens often
allows it to reflect social diversity
more comprehensively as compared
to the mainstream media. Indeed,
UNESCO’s interventions related to
community radio are central to its
efforts to strengthen media pluralism
and diversity. We recognise that CR is
uniquely placed to penetrate mediadark areas, to broadcast voices and
viewpoints that would otherwise
remain unheard, and to reach the
last mile of listenership.

As radio continues to evolve in the
digital age, we call on radio stations
to uphold diversity—both in their
newsroom and on the airwaves. A
diverse and representative radio
workforce is not only important
for countering discrimination and
ensuring gender representation, it is
crucial for creativity and relevance of
content. It thus safeguards editorial
independence, promotes diverse,
free, independent and pluralistic
media environments.

UNESCO has been closely involved
with the CR movement in India
since its inception. The organisation
helped formulate the Community
Radio Policy of 2002, and over the last
decade and a half we have worked
at both the policy and programme
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The articles presented in this
publication, give an insight into efforts
made by various stakeholders in the
Indian broadcast landscape to turn
a new leaf with their programs and
innovative technologies, and empower
community broadcasters.
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AGENDA

Vadya Vrinda - Indian Orchestra

10:00-10:30

Speakers: Courtesy AIR
Session Description:
Vadya Vrinda, or the Indian orchestra, is an effort to preserve the
rich classical music and folk music traditions of India. In a pioneering
effort, the Vadya Vrinda unit was started by All India Radio in 1952 for
this purpose.

IGNCA showcase
10:35-10:45

Speakers: Prof Ramesh C Gaur, Dean & Head Kala Nidhi IGNCA
Session Description:
The Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA) is dedicated
to the study and experience of arts – each form with its own integrity,
yet within a dimension of mutual interdependence, interrelated with
nature, social structure and cosmology. Hear about the work being
undertaken by IGNCA to preserve the rich heritage of India.

Boomer vs Millennial: Changing Language of Radio
10.45- 11.15

Speakers: Boomer: Danish Iqbal, Millenial: RJ Aditi - Radio One
Session Description:
Boomers laid the foundation of radio and Millennials brought it to the
fingertips of the digital generation. From the somber radio presenter
greeting you with a “Namaskar” to a chirpy RJ’s opening line of “Hey
guys what’s up”, radio has evolved, without compromising on its reach
and popularity. Hear a veteran and a contemporary engage in banter
over the sense and sensibilities of the cross-generational medium.

Inaugural session
11.30-12.15

#TRF2020

Speakers: Shashi S Vempati - CEO, Prasar Bharati; Atul K Tiwari
- Additional Secretary, MIB; Eric Falt - Director, UNESCO; Prof
Ramesh Gaur - Dean & Head Kala Nidhi, IGNCA; Archana Kapoor Founder, The Radio Festival
Session Description: The official inaugural of the 3rd Edition of The
Radio Festival.
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Gender Bender or Gender Barrier – The Radio Debate
12.15-13:10

Speakers: Moderator: RJ Sarthak - Ishq FM; Panelists: Manoj Mainkar - All India Radio, Nasir - Tadka FM, Rajendra Negi - Radio Henvalvani, RJ Ginnie - Radio City, RJ Stutee - Fever FM, Sujatha Rath
- All India Radio
Session Description:
Do fun programs tend to be gender-biased? From suggestive taglines
and program titles to primetime slots anchored by women RJs, two
panels of radio professionals battle over the diversity of gender in the
audio space, as a leading RJ moderates.

Rising Above the Din - Voices from South Asia
13:15-14:00

Speakers: Moderator: Anders Held; Panelists: Mina Gurung - Radio
Marsyangdi, Nepal; Mizna Ahmed - Public Service Media, Maldives;
Needrup Zangpo - Bhutan Media Foundation, Bhutan; Saifuddin Sabuj Rupantar, Bangladesh; Viranjana Herath - Radio Journalist, Sri Lanka
Session Description:
Radio has played an instrumental role in shaping the development
narrative, while also being an accessible medium of entertainment for
millions. In the crowded contemporary mediascape fighting for the
audience’s attention, how does radio retain its foothold? A perspective from South Asia.

Its OK to talk
13:15-14:00 Speakers: Moderator: Ameya Nagarajan; Panelists: Avantika Shrivastava - 1 in 20000, Mahesh Jagtap - Radio Vidyawani, RJ Swati - Red
FM Sanskari Sex, Satish Kaushik - Psychologist and Counsellor
Session Description:
In a society governed by prejudices and taboos, certain podcasts and
radio programs have created a safe space by raising issues that are
considered unspeakable. From sex and sexuality to body positivity
and mental health, these programs are normalising the conversations
that take place in hushed tones. Listen to podcasters and broadcasters who are breaking the silence and endeavouring to address topics
that affect many of us.

Poetry of inspiration
14:05-14:55

#TRF2020

Speakers: Moderator: RJ Sayema - Radio Mirchi; Panelists: Atul Tiwari, Qurban Ali, Rahul Ram, Rakhshanda Jalil
Session Description:
Poetry is one of the most pertinent tools of expression of public sentiment, especially in a democracy. It is a reflection of the socio-political discourse of a particular age and time. Poetry is both, a source as
well as a product of inspiration. Tune in to an invigorating session of
poetry celebrating the magic of words by some of the leading creators.
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The Podcast Revolution
15:00-15:45

Speakers: Moderator: Neha Mathews - The Indian Express; Panelists: Aman Goklani - JioSaavn, Gautam Anand - Hubhopper, Mae
Mariyam Thomas - Maed In India, Naga Subramanya - O2Pod Collective, Sreeraman Thiagarajan - Aawaz.com
Session Description:
One of the fastest growing segments, Podcasting is riding high on the
wave of popularity. PWC estimated that the Indian podcast listener
base was at 40 million by the end of 2018, with the audience set to increase exponentially every year. From a niche audience to ‘something
for every one’ in just about 6 years, podcasting has democratized
communication. But what do podcasts offer? Do they have viable
business models?
Listen to well-known podcasters talk about what they do, how they
do it and what shape this industry will take in the coming times.

Showcase - Digital Story of Oral Communities
15.50-16.00

Speakers: Osama Manzar
Session Description:
The Founder & Director of Digital Empowerment Foundation talks
about how oral communities are preserving their stories digitally.

Hear the Dance: Ghungroos tell the story
16:05-16:40 Speakers: Bharti Shivaji, Shovana Narayan
Session Description:
In a highly visual medium like dance, the sound of ghungroos tells
the story in its own compelling way. Watch Kathak and Mohiniyattam dance maestros as they unravel plotlines and characters through
ghungroos.

Radio 2030
16.45-17:30 Speakers: Moderator: Abhinandan Sekhri - Newslaundry ; Panelists:
Atul K Tiwari - Additional Secretary, MIB; Anurradha Prasad - President, AROI; Nisha Narayanan - COO & Director, Red FM; Sangeeta
Goel - ADG, All India Radio; Steve Ahern - Radiodays Europe; Archana Kapoor - Founder, The Radio Festival
Session Description:
As we live the realities of the once-futuristic 2020, it is time to set
the vision in place for the next decade. While last 10 years shaped the
contemporary state of our image-driven world, what is the future
of radio in 2030? Will downloadable mobile apps, DAB, Online Radio
spell the end of FM broadcasting? Or will the medium continue to
adapt to the times and yet retain its own hold? Ride the future airwaves with industry leaders as they deconstruct what is yet to come.

#TRF2020
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Radio as a Spectacle
17:40-18:25

Speakers: Moderator: Nitin Mantri; Panelists: Anindita Chatterjee Radio Mirchi, RJ Khurafati Nitin - Big FM, RJ Luckie - Fever FM, RJ
Nasir - Tadka FM, RJ Sachin - Red FM
Session Description:
Radio is all about hearing, or is it? Radio has stepped out of the studio
and is splashed across social media platforms. From events to roadshows, radio has gone above and beyond to create a sheen that is no
longer just consumed by the ears. How does the visibility of radio help
create an image? Is it just about bringing the audience back to audio,
or is there something more? Witness the perspectives from two leading private FM channels.

Story as a Community Connect
17:40-18:25

Speakers: Moderator: Anusha Rizvi; Panelists: Raj Shekhar Vyas - All
India Radio, Richa Anirudh - Big FM, RJ Peeyush - Radio Nasha, RJ
Saurabh - Red FM, RJ Teena - My FM
Session Description:
Storytelling has always been at the heart of radio. The medium has
given birth to many great storytellers, who have tugged at the heart
of their listeners. Radio has made people laugh and cry by transporting them into a different time and setting. Listen to some of the most
popular raconteurs talk about the art of storytelling.

Dhara 326: A rap on Acid Attack victims
18:30- 18:45

Artist: Harit Boys Ft Kumud & Shanu
Session Description:
A rap performance dedicated to acid-attack victims.

Evening performance - Music in Everything
18:50-20:00
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Artist: Mohsin Khan
Session Description:
Watch the enthralling art of creating music from everyday objects,
combined with some traditional musical instruments.
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RADIO IS MANDATED TO
UPLHOLD THE UNITY, INTEGRITY
AND DIVERSITY OF THE COUNTRY
SHASHI
SHEKHAR
VEMPATI
On the Occasion of
World Radio Day, I take great
pleasure in felicitating all the listeners
of All India Radio spread all across the
country and abroad.
This year’s theme is Radio in Diversity
and for more than eight decades, India’s
National Broadcaster, All India Radio
(AIR) has been informing, educating
and entertaining people, truly living up
to its motto – ‘Bahujan Hitaya: Bahujan
Sukhaya’, i.e. ‘for the good of all; for the
welfare of all’.
All India Radio (AIR) is today one of
the largest networks of the world,
broadcasting in 23 languages and 179
dialects covering 92 % of the area and
99.2 % of population of India.

#TRF2020

AIR has a multi-tier broadcasting - at
the National level we have 482 broadcast
centres, at the Primary Channel level 119
stations that fulfil regional aspirations
and cater to area specific media needs
in respective languages & dialects, 92
Local Radio Stations that are the AIR’s
Community Broadcasting Apparatus.
Vividh Bharti is our entertainment
commercial service with light hearted
banter and utility messages that is
aired from 42 centres, relayed from 93
Transmitters and also on strategically
located 100 Watt FM Transmitters.
We have 25 Rainbow, 5 Gold FM Channels
and also 2 niche channels- AIR Ragam and
AIR Amrutha Varshini which are dedicated
to Indian Classical Music.
This diverse broadcasting has one singular
mandate which is to inform, educate
and entertain the public and to ensure a
balanced development of broadcasting;
to uphold the unity and integrity of the
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country and values enshrined in the
constitution; to pay special attention
to the fields of education and spread of
literacy, agriculture, rural development,
environment, health, family welfare,
science and technology; to safeguard
the citizen’s right to be informed freely,
truthfully and objectively on all matters of
public interest, national or international,
and presenting a fair and balanced flow
of information including contrasting
views without advocating any opinion
or ideology of its own; to providing
adequate broadcast coverage to diverse
cultures and languages of various regions
of the country, sports and games, special
needs of the youth, status, problems and
interests of women and children, weaker
section of people, disadvantaged groups
of the society, minorities and tribal
communities; to carry out Research
& Development activities to ensure
constant update of broadcast technology
at par with international standards.

heritage, innovative entrepreneurial
spirit, India’s vibrant economy, thriving
democratic system and secular ethos and
projecting India as a tourist, health care
and education destination.
With over 200 livestreams available
through our NewsOnAir App on Android
and IOS and several services accessible
through new age AI enabled listening
devices such as Amazon Alexa, AIR has
transformed itself for the Digital era.
All India Radio, is a true reflection of
India’s diversity and inclusive approach.

ALL INDIA RADIO

Broadcast of Languages/Dialects
(At a Glance)
Languages b`cast by AIR : 23
(Assamese, Bengali, Bodo, Dogri,
Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Kashmiri,
Konkani, Maithili, Malayalam,
Manipuri, Marathi, Nepali, Odia,
Punjabi, Sanskrit, Santhali, Sindhi,
Tamil, Telegu, Urdu and English )

The News Services Division of AIR fulfils
primarily the information needs of Indians
both at home and abroad. It brings out
580 bulletins daily in 92 languages/
dialects, with over 57 hours of total daily
broadcast of news bulletins and current
affairs programmes.

Dialects : 179
(Major & Minor)
Foreign Languages : 15
(Arabic, Baluchi, Burmese, Chinese,
Dari, English (GOS), French,
Indonesian, Persian, Pashtu, Russian
Sinhala, Swahili, Tibetan and Thai
are b`cast daily from the External
Services Division (ESD)

In addition, there are 1405 news based
programmes broadcast in a month,
and special bulletins/programmes
during elections, budgets, sessions of
parliament/state legislatures, apart
from their other services such as news
on website and news on social media like
Facebook and Twitter and YouTube.

Indian Languages : 12
(For overseas audience)
(Hindi, Gujarati, Tamil, Telugu,
Bangla, Punjabi, Urdu, Saraiki,
Sindhi, Malyalam, Kannada, Nepali )
b’cast daily from the
External Services Division (ESD)

The External Services Division of AIR
broadcasts in 15 foreign languages and
12 Indian languages with the objective
of public diplomacy through the medium
of radio, projection of India’s culture,
civilisational contribution to the world,

#TRF2020
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RADIO VS DIGITAL BOOM?
ANDERS HELD
For years we have
heard people calling
radio an “old” medium,
a medium not suited
for the modern world.
But radio is still here, with
mass audiences, strong brands and loved
by its millions of listeners. Why?
There are some things about radio that
are just “killer applications” or exceptional
selling points, compared to other media.
First of all, it is free to air, easy to use – you
just need a cheap receiver and everything
is free of charge, always accessible. It is
the best companion when you need to
have your eyes on other tasks, like driving,
cooking - or texting. And you cannot
beat radio when it comes to connecting
with people, because it is the most
emotional media of all, voices and music
that talks to people´s hearts and minds.
That connection creates loyalty to radio
stations and their brands. Thus, radio is
often the most trusted media, and trust is
the most important asset for any media.
To keep audiences listening and for being
a competitive advertising media.
Not forgetting that traditional broadcast
radio, inexpensive to produce, is suitable
for community radio, adding local voices
to the airwaves and bringing communities
together. And its technical resilience has
unique advantages in times of disasters,
as the only medium reaching people with
lifesaving information when hit by storms,
floods, fires or earthquakes.
This said, radio needs to be open to change
and meet the challenges of digitalisation.

The unique and loved radio content,
programmes, hosts, music and information,
needs to be easy and accessible in new
ways, where a digital audience is looking
for content. In mobile phones, in apps and
podcasts. To be chosen by the audience on
digital platforms, radio has to adapt itself to
the logic of digital media.
Radio must do more. Besides still being
linear on traditional broadcast, it must be
digital, on the right platforms and with the
right content, to be consumed wherever
and whenever the users want it. That
is a challenge, but not so different from
challenges to other media or businesses in
a digital world.
The good news for radio is, that in the
digital world, there is currently a boom
for audio content, for listening. There are
tons of new ways to listen to music online
and find spoken content on podcasts, with
new audio producers coming into the
market, offering more listening, on new
devices. Mobile phones, smart speakers.
It is new competition for traditional
radio listening, but it also a sign that
listening is not an “old” way of consuming
information and entertainment; it is as
modern as ever.
If radio brands and content creators can
make the transition to be both broadcast
– one to many – and linear - here and now
- AND be digital – on all digital platforms,
with adapted digital content that can be
personalised – radio, with its strong brands
and loyal audiences, will continue to be a
medium for the future and loved by millions
of listeners. This transition into the future is
also what Radiodays Asia are about, the new
leading radio and podcasting conference in
September 2020.

COMMUNITY RADIO IN INDIA:
TUNING IN TO DIVERSITY

VINOD
PAVARALA

KANCHAN K
MALIK

On every World Radio Day celebrated
in India since the Community Radio
(CR) policy became a reality more
than a decade and a half ago, the
overarching anticipation has been that
the country would soon have at least
one community radio station in every
district of India.

Broadcasting (I&B) Ministry for the
setting up of 118 new community radio
(CR) stations across the country are a
step in that direction. Eleven of the 118
CR stations are in ‘aspirational districts’
and others distributed in various rural
and urban locales.

The Letters of Intent (LOI) issued
recently by the Information and
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While having more community radio
stations in newer geographical spaces
can in itself be seen as making the
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mediascape of the country more
diverse, what is more crucial at this
juncture is for the CR sector to work
collectively to reinforce diversity,
inclusiveness, and social justice not
only in their programming, but also in
the management of their stations.
This is at the core of the mandate of
community radio, globally, to provide
a credible and representative voice
to communities underserved by
mainstream media.
It is said that “Diversity is having a seat
at the table, inclusion is having a voice,
and belonging is having that voice be
heard.” CR, by definition, is radio that
is ‘by’ ‘of’ and ‘with’ the people and not
merely ‘for’ the people. CR stations
are expected to be embedded in local
communities and be an effective
medium for articulation of their
linguistic and cultural identities.
The recent work of the UNESCO Chair
on Community Media with the Election
Commission of India on voter education
through community radio involved 25
stations across 16 states that produced
and broadcast over 100 hours of locally
relevant content in 12 major languages
and several dialects. This is indeed
symbolic of our diversity and reflects
the pluralistic possibilities of CR in
India.

representative bodies of CR in India
to pro-actively carry out a diversity
audit that can assess the diversity
and inclusivity in programming,
management, and ownership.
For diversity and inclusion to be the
articles of faith for CR, it is imperative
for us to identify and challenge any
exclusionary practices based on caste,
class, gender, religion, age, profession,
disability, sexuality, and geography that
may be prevailing in management or
programme production. There is a need
to question not only who is participating
but also how and to what extent? The
language of broadcast, the choice of
content, and the decision-making roles
must be foregrounded in assessment of
participation.
Diversity in ownership is also essential
so it is not hijacked by vested interests
or have proxy political ownership.
Provisions must be made for licensing
in conflict prone areas to encourage
spaces
and
opportunities
for
democratic deliberations and collective
action on issues that affect the lives
of the communities who are at the
receiving end of development. The CR
stations may be small in dimension and
reach, but then they are meant to be
big on diversity to reflect the rights of
vulnerable and marginalised people.

The true measure of success for the
CR sector lies in the opportunities it
creates for marginalised voices to be
heard and the diversity it facilitates
in inclusion of a range of perspectives
and philosophies. The existence of
community radio is further validated
only if it manages to air a plurality of
viewpoints that enrich our social and
cultural fabric and promotes a vibrant
public sphere. It may be time for

#TRF2020
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SREEDHER
RAMAMURTHY

FUTURE OF RADIO: GOING
VISUAL!
I was born in 1947 - the year of
Independence. I grew up listening to
Radio which was available only with a
privileged few. We had Valve sets, Short
wave and Medium wave. In the late 50’s
and early 60’s, transistor revolution made
it a common man’s medium.
The first FM transmitter in India was
installed in Chennai in 1977. FM sets
were available only with the rich or one
who has travelled abroad and was in a
position to bring a two-in-one radio
cum tape recorder. But in 1993 when
FM was privatised, the cost of radio sets
came down to as little as INR 30. When
I joined All India Radio (AIR) in 1976 we
were recording radio programmes on
spool type tape recorders. Earlier it was
cutting a gramophone disc. In late 80’s
CDs became popular.
In the beginning of the 21st century,
recording became digital. Radio which
was thus far considered area specific
became global with the advent of ‘World
Space Satellite Radio’. Radio broadcasting
technically has seen a sea change. Today
if you go and ask the common man about
radio, most of them will identify it with
FM broadcasts.

#TRF2020

As early as 2010, broadcasting and listening
through the net was considered elitist.
The present day youth haven’t seen a
radio set. For them radio is in their mobile
phones. People tend to equate radio with
something old and archival.
A few years back in Colombo at ‘Radio
Asia’ I suggested that it is time that we
find a new terminology for ‘Radio’ with a
catchy title. India has made a decision to
go in for Digital Radio from 2024.
AIR has already started broadcasting on
DRM mode. Close to around 50 stations
are broadcasting on DRM. But DRM sets are
selling at around INR 5000. All Huyndai cars
are manufactured with built in DRM. DRM
is capable of transmitting text and pictures.
That means radio is becoming visual.
We might call it ‘Visual Radio’. Digital Radio
exists in other parts of the world and is
a reality. But where are the new radio
formats that will use the technology to
its optimum utility?
We should work out a road map for radio
broadcasts to migrate to the new medium
and on this World Radio Day let us come
together to achieve this goal.
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WHAT’S THE RELEVANCE
OF RADIO IN TIMES OF PODCAST?
PINKY CHANDRAN
During a community
radio workshop at a
reputed university in
Bangalore, I was asked a
question by a student in the audience
that I have spent many an hour thinking
over, ‘What is the relevance of radio in
times of podcast?’ I largely agreed with
them that podcasts do offer a wide
range of options in terms of producing
and listening, given its portability;
they help download, tune in or pause
whenever one wants. Then I posed a
question to the audience, ‘So what is
relevance?’
Having grown up listening to the popular song ‘Video Killed the Radio Star’,
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by the Buggles, I asked those in attendance, if they had heard the song? Yes,
came the unanimous response. My
next question, ‘Have you heard of Internet killed the Video Star by the Limousines?’ Yes came the reply. I posed
another question to them, ‘So are televisoin and radio really dead?’ Again the
answer was, ‘No’. I immediately followed
it up with a barrage of questions, ‘Are
we living in denial?’ or “ Can we, the radio practitioners be nimble footed?”
Digital disruptions are now the norm
and are rapidly transforming the market place. One has to stay abreast with
the curve to leverage these platforms.
In 2014, on a tour to Australia, I visited
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14 community radio stations. During
my time there I met with Ellie Rennie,
the author of “Life of Syn – A story of
the digital generation”, and I asked
her a similar question, why would the
students use community radio as a
platform? She smiled and said, ‘The
radio license institutionalises the
process.’ In the book, she states, ‘I began to see SYN, the organisation, as a
character’. That is what attracts the students to it.
Looking back at Radio Active 90.4 MHz
and other community radio stations,I
feel the single most important aspect
of this tier of radio is the element of
participation that allows for a continuity of purpose. The radio, in that sense,
becomes a social institution. As Susan
Forde says, ‘Media is central to socialisation process, as democracies become
more mediated, we must listen to citizens’. And community radios, only then
become a space for representation, for
voices, for conversations, for collaboration, for listening in a purely un-curated, local and democratic sense of production.

look forward’, “The business models are
forever changing, but the community,
or listeners, will always remain a constant feature. No matter what the radio
of tomorrow will look like, from podcasts to fact-checks – the core of radio
was and will always be the listeners and
their stories, which are told by ‘people’.
This is the reason why the radio of the
future won`t disappear”. (I have substituted journalists with people).
And Beyonce’s song rightly sums up my
feelings, ‘I think I’m in love with my radio, cause it never lets me down; And I
fall in love with my stereo, whenever I
hear the sound.’

I often describe Radio Active, as a fluid
entity- yes not just a platform, assimilating and taking the identity of the
community that produces the content. So to quote from my own speech
at the first Radio Festival, ‘Radio will
continue to adapt, reinvent, reposition and respond. It will seize existing
opportunities, it will have to be relevant and embrace technology. It can
take the form of any platform it wants
to be – podcast, a blog, an app, a social
media platform, at the core it will be
the relationships.
To modify a quote from a report by Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung on their event
‘Storytellers: Return to old values to
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CELEBRATING VERSATILITY OF
THE RADIO
ASHISH SEN
“Radio is dead,
long live radio.”
In many ways,
this
increasingly
bandied
phrase
appears to be the flavour
of the season in describing the radio
scene at home and abroad. And, it is not
without reason.
Read between the lines, there is a
double edgedness to the phrase that
can be interpreted either as a bane
or a boon depending on which end of
the pendulum you cheer. There are
those who assert that the new digital
platforms and portals have enabled
radio to reinvent itself. These have also
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helped to scale audiences, deepened
engagement
with
communities,
and changed approaches to RJing.
At the other end of the pendulum
are concerns about how the “age of
Spotify” might threaten or disrupt life
lines of more traditional platforms like
terrestrial radio. Are either pendulum
ends justified? Any attempt to articulate
a definitive answer in black and white
terms would be premature in the
current context. However, there are
shades of grey which merit appreciation
and applause.
Across the world, radio seems to have
got a new phase in its life cycle thanks
to advances of digital technology.
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Increasing digital platforms, portals
and allied technologies are changing
the rules of the game in terms of access,
inclusivity, community/audience and
content. The rise of podcasting and its
popularity have brought a new energy
to genres like story-telling and drama.
Accessing archival programmes, ability
to easily share content among listeners,
and forging community networks
are other significant plus points that
can ill afford to be underestimated.
Instead, traditional radio platforms do
proactively take a leaf from these books.
Moreover, despite concerns regarding
the threat of digitalisation on terrestrial
radio, there is good news for AM/
FM listeners. Consider the following
excerpt from a recent Nielsen survey
about listening in the US: “Old fashioned
AM/FM radio remains the biggest massreach medium in the US with more than
90 per cent of consumers listening on
a weekly basis. That percentage has
stayed strong even in the face of the
explosive growth of music streaming…”

their implications in more substantial
measure. As communications scholar,
Professor Nick Couldry has observed,
“Voice as a process is the act of
speaking… what has to change is to
ensure that everyone does speak…
The disconnect in democracies as well
as closed regimes are where voice as
process is taken for granted…”
(But) Voice as value also refers to
the act of listening. Who listens and
who is listened to? Voice as value is
about the possibility of being listened
to… If alternative media is just about
making media without regard as to
who is listening, such media would be
irresponsible. No one is served where
everybody is speaking and nobody is
listening…

Admittedly, there are valid issues and
concerns that need to be reckoned
with. Costs of connection and the
challenge to analog represent real
vulnerabilities which impede access and
participation for many and especially
for the community radio sector in the
developing world. Further, access and
inclusion cannot be addressed through
numbers alone. India’s community
radio sector needs deepening and
consolidation even as there is need
to go to scale. These merit separate
discussions by themselves.
Ultimately, the essence of radio is voice
and its relationship with audience/
communities. There is no disputing that
the new technologies have impacted
both. We need to celebrate the new
relationships even as we explore
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PODCAST IN INDIA: GAINING
IN POPULARITY AND HERE TO
STAY
SREERAMAN
THIAGARAJAN
The
advent
of
cheap
smartphones
and cheaper data
connectivity
has
brought in content explosion. In a
nation that is predominantly time rich,
money poor, content consumption is a
primary means of spending time.
While the video industry is steadily
shifting from linear to on demand viewing
habits, somehow the audio experience
has been either music or linear radio.
However, this scenario has changed in
the past 12 months with the advent of
spoken-word audio creators creating
audio content such as podcasts, audio
shows across languages and genres.
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At the end of 2019, global players such as
Amazon and Spotify joined the spokenword revolution in India along with
incumbents like us (aawaz.com), IVM,
among others who have a head start.
What is driving the consumption? At
aawaz, we conducted a study of 1015
people across the country, it revealed
people prefer spoken-word audio
when they are on the move such as
daily commute, whether driving or in
a public transport. Radio stations have
typically measured peak consumption
time in a day as ‘drive time’. Now
podcasts are seeping into the drive
time as a preferred choice. Considering
we are moving from linear to ondemand on every aspect of our life,
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podcasts will continue to be preferred
over linear mediums.
The second moment in the day when
people prefer audio over video is
when they are relaxing. This sounds
obvious, but just consider this: every
day we all stare at multiple screens for
8 to 10 hours, be it TV or computers or
smartphones, so wanting to relax with
audio and not video will only continue
to rise as we crave to give our eyes
some rest.

of audio is the rise of smart voice
assistant like Amazon Echo and Google
Home, everyday millions of people are
requesting the smart assistant to play
audio content.
When looked at a macro level, it is the
greatest time to be in audio space.

Beyond the survey and study, there are
some human truths to why spoken-word
audio will continue to rise and thrive at
scale. Audio kindles our imaginations,
just like when grandma narrated to us
a story, it felt so immersive because we
let our imagination paint a picture.
Audio also reaches where TV and
smartphones cannot. A great example
of this is PM Modi’s Mann Ki Baat,
despite having access to any media
form including print or live stream, he
prefers an audio podcast to reach the
millions. More brands and businesses
have now realised the power of audio
and are investing consistently.
Internationally, content giants like
Marvel and DC, who started as
comic books decades ago as primary
format eventually moved to creating
mesmerising video and are now creating
podcast to tell stories of superheroes.
The famous song in 70s, ‘video killed the
radio star’ may have been appropriate
then, but the sands have now shifted.
Michelle Obama’s podcast ‘Becoming’
won a Grammy this year. Marketing
awards now recognize best podcast
as a category, which encourages more
people to do awe inspiring work.
The other fortunate tailwinds in favor
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RADIO AS A
TOOL FOR
LEARNING –
THE CEMCA
EXPERIENCE
SHIRLEY
DEEPAK

The Commonwealth of Learning (COL)
is an intergovernmental organisation
created by Commonwealth Heads
of
Government
to
encourage
the development and sharing of
open
learning/distance
education
knowledge, resources and technologies.
Commonwealth Educational Media
Centre for Asia (CEMCA), New Delhi
is a regional agency of COL, Canada,
working in seven Commonwealth
countries in Asia.
In the past 25 years of its operations,
CEMCA has been working with
Government of India’s Ministry of
Human
Resource
Development
(MHRD), Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting (MIB) and Department
of Science & Technology (DST) for
education, gender equality, livelihoods,
community media, etc.
Community radio (CR) is a medium
to express and share views, thoughts,
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ideas, problems and prospects of rural,
disadvantaged, vulnerable and hardto-reach populations, and has emerged
as a new mode of communication
for rural people. It has opened a new
arena for both policy makers as well as
people at the grassroots to be involved
in the development process of their
communities. In this regard, CEMCA
has been using CR effectively for Skills
and Education in Asian Commonwealth
countries.
Education and Skill programmes of
CEMCA have motivated communities
to participate/listen and understand
the importance of science in everyday
life. CEMCA supported “Science for
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Women’s Health and Nutrition” and
“Radio Mathematics” projects of
the National Council of Science and
Technology Communication (NCSTC),
Department of Science and Technology,
Government of India in three phases.
It conducted need assessment survey,
surveying 14,000 women across 14
community radio listening zones.
The Science for Women’s Health and
Nutrition project increased health
awareness and knowledge among
unreached and marginalised women in
India through community radio.
CEMCA has so far organised 34
consultations at the national, regional
and state levels, and regional- and
state-level
consultations/workshops
across India and Bangladesh since
2007. CEMCA has also compiled two
Compendium of functional CR stations
for MIB, India, a key advocacy tool that
collates the plural experiences of CR
stations across the country.
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CEMCA has organised several training
programmes to build the capacity of CR
producers to produce and broadcast
programs especially focusing on
women and child development in line
with the Sustainable Development
Goals at the community level in India
and Bangladesh.
CEMCA, in its endeavour to promote
bamboo MSME clusters for sustainable
development of bamboo entrepreneurs

across 9 states: Arunachal Pradesh,
Assam,
Chhattisgarh,
Jharkhand,
Madhya Pradesh, Meghalaya, Mizoram,
Odisha and Tripura, engaged with 9 CRs
to mobilise communities working with
bamboo towards entrepreneurship
opportunities. CEMCA is currently
also engaged with 4 CR stations in
Andhra, Orissa, Puducherry and
Tamil Nadu in creating awareness on
disaster management and disaster
preparedness of communities in the
listening zone of the CR through
Community of Practice.
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RADIO IS DEAD:
LONG LIVE RADIO!
ESTHER KAR
Every evening, my
family of five would
assemble in the drawing
room of a middle -class home to
listen to the 9 O’Clock bulletin of All
India Radio. The bulletin would carry
hard news from across the world
articulated clearly by those star news
readers: Barun Haldar, Suhil Jhaveri,
Vijy Daniels, Spurti Sinha who one
learnt to recognise by their intonation.
These were broadcast before the
hourly radio news bulletins and before
melodrama entered our homes through
the Television sets. Radio and- in my
teenage years- the transistor, were
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the main source of news, music, and
cricket commentaries. The transistor
which I received when I was 12years old
gave me autonomy to listen to music of
the genre I liked, on a device that had
evolved from the Morse code to audio
broadcasting. Those were also the days
when we could receive BBC on the
shortwave from Sri Lanka and could
listen to Ameen Sayani with his Binaca
Geetmala.
Whether it was in Ceylon (Modern Sri
Lanka) or in India, radio was governed by
the Telegraph Act and closely associated
with communication technology. It was
also the days when everyone with a
radio or transistor set was required to
pay a yearly license fee. It was sheer
nostalgia as radio recaptured for me
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the sounds of the Freedom Movement
and Lata Mangeshkar’s, Aye mere
Waton ki logon. Melville de Mello’s radio
commentary of the funeral procession
of Gandhi and Nehru was enough to
move one to tears.
In the mid twentieth century radio
stations with their cutting-edge
audio technologies became de facto
studios for budding music artists and
engineers. The studios were available to
new artists as private sound recording
was inaccessible for public and was
exorbitantly prohibitive This was not
only in India but across the seven seas.
Whether it was jazz in the 1940s or the
Rock n roll and the Rhythms and Blues
in the 1950s, revolutionary artists like
Bob Dylan and Jimi Hendrix radio had
a big role in making the music popular.
In the spread of Hindustani classical
music and Carnatic music, All India
Radio played a yeoman’s role providing
income to orchestra players and
popularising the melodious singers.

transmission with passive listeners but
has been morphed by artists into a live
feedback loop where listeners become
broadcasters and actively contribute.
Radio is not only about sending; it is also
about receiving . This attribute is best
showcased in community radio where
the community of listeners are also
contributors or content developers.
Today my sound device is more than a
radio operating on a limited spectrum.
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) has
added many possibilities of multiple
radio stations being available. I can at
the same time be a radio listener, radio
enthusiast and an ardent podcaster. I
can switch between audiobooks, sound
art, podcasts and music, all while on the
move and at the touch of the button on
an internet connected device. Multiple
radio stations programmes can be
accessed through apps on mobile
phones. Choice has multiplied. Long
Live radio!

Radio as we knew it is dead! But it has
not sounded the death knell of audio.
The new generation of artists have
a choice of studios to experiment
with their genre of music; they have
leap frogged the internet streaming
and satellite radio to popularise their
music. While radio: public, private
and community continue to be the
main channel for music dissemination
though smartphones and car radios,
technology has made available so many
new platforms; the internet, podcast
platforms, CDs, pen drives, streaming
audio in public transport. Radio has truly
democratised media, moving it from an
elitist device to that of the masses to be
owned and heard on an instrument of
their choice. It is no longer a one- way
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OF BULLOCK CARTS AND
BULLET TRAINS – IT’S ALL
ABOUT RELEVANCE
RUKMINI VEMRAJU
Immediacy
and
Intimacy are the twin
exclusive promises of
Radio. Notwithstanding
the ever-changing ways in which content
is created, stored and accessed, radio
remains unmatched in these attributes.
An oft stated reason for radio listening
is to get news about one’s immediate
environment- be it a weather bulletin,
updates about traffic snarls, or commodity
prices of local events. The connect with
local celebrities and happenings at the
flick of a button is a popular hook.
In the urban world of fragmented
families, 24x7 work schedules and
pressures, with artificial intelligence
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replacing human interactions, there’s
a wistful longing to connect with real
people in real time, yet in an unobtrusive,
undemanding manner. The feeling that
there is someone ‘who talks to me, who
I can talk back to, anonymously’ is a
strong pull. In rural and semi urban
spaces, radio acts as a great leveler,
breaking barriers of technology and
literacy, bringing listeners up to speed
about the world around them.
Time and again, the motion picture
industry has produced runaway hits
popular across geographies and
generations where Radio as an important
character. The 1993 film Sleepless in
Seattle where little Jonah forces his
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grieving father (Tom Hanks) to call a
late night radio show and connect with
a reporter listening in (Meg Ryan) is the
stuff of dream romances. Woody Allen’s
1987 film Radio Days, looking back on
the pre-war golden days of radio has
regaled boomers and millennials alike.
The Boat that Rocked, a 2009 British film
that captures the setting up of a pirate
radio for rock and pop music on a ship
anchored in the North Sea, away from
the clutches of the government tells a
charming tale of pluck and passion.
Closer home, in Lage Raho Munnabhai,
not just gangster Sanjay Dutt, but every
film buff falls in love with RJ Vidya
Balan who brings a city alive with
‘Good Morning Mumbai’. Balan steals
hearts again, as a housewife hosting a
late night talk show with her sensual
voice in Tumhari Sulu. The relevance
and romance never die. Not for nothing
then, radio is called the Companion
Medium.
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Radio listening itself has evolved from families huddled around huge
radiograms to hear specific programmes
by appointment, to the more portable
transistor-sets, freed from the vagaries
of electricity availability, to the present
day personal mobile phone. Despite
infinite on-demand content choices,
the thrill of being out there, yet in one’s
own space, is heady.
T.S. Eliot famously said, “Radio is
a medium of entertainment which
permits millions of people to listen to
the same joke at the same time and
yet remain lonesome.” An oft-repeated
story of how India’s first rocket was
transported on a cycle and bullock
cart rests the debate for me. Nothing
goes out of fashion, ever. It’s all about
repurposing and staying relevant.
Above all Radio is a habit for many. And,
as they say, habits die hard.
Future of radio? Secure!
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ON AIR: IN THE PUBLIC
INTEREST
VENU ARORA
When the movement
for opening up of
the airwaves began
in India, in the mid
1990’s, its foundations lay
in the principles of voice equity. The
1995 Supreme Court judgment deemed
airwaves to be public property, its
pronouncement giving a clear direction
that lead to the birth of both commercial
and community radio in India – and thus
diversifying media ownership.
The very first obligation of media in
a democracy is to inform its citizens
in a meaningful way, by giving them
not just factual information but also
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contextualised material to help them
understand the world around them. This
is even more critical for communities
that have poor access to multiple media
and are marginalised due to their social,
cultural or economic situation.
In this context the work done by Ideosync
Media Combine in partnership with
UNESCO’s IPDC program in 2019 and
early 2020 is instructive and gives a new
direction to capacity building initiatives
for Community Radio in the country.
As part of the Public Interest and CR
initiative, 25 Community Radio stations
from across the country came together
for a series of intensive trainings and
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workshops on understanding the role
of media in a democracy, unpacking the
idea of public interest and voice equity
and learning to report from their local
areas using investigative and fact-based
techniques.
In today’s post-truth age and with
the expansion of the digital footprint,
radio continues to hold its own due
to the strong oral culture traditions of
our country. It can play a strong role
in enabling listening communities to
parse the fake information that may be
in local circulation. A partnership with
leading fact checking organisations to
bring their expertise to help community
reporters was also a valuable addition
to the initiative.

listenership. The Public Interest and
CR initiative was designed to build the
capacity of CR reporters to undertake
such programming. Over 35, high
quality radio reports were produced
and broadcast over a period of 6 months
as part of the initiative.

After the training programs, community
radio reporters created long form radio
reports and public interest stories
which responded to some of the most
critical local issues in their area, from
caste discrimination to poorly managed
public distribution systems; from the
privatisation of education and its impact
on the poorest communities to the
benefits of private public partnerships
in health services. A public interest
reporting manual will soon be available
in English, Hindi, Malayalam and Tamil.
The initiative deepens and informs
the discussion around the idea of the
‘public’ and the role of the third tier of
broadcasting - community radio- in
a democracy. The broadcast practice
of several community radio stations
over the past years have shown, that
communities expect to be informed
about critical local issues in their local
languages and dialects by their local
media. When community radio stations
are responsive to the information needs
of the community, they find greater
local support and an increase in their
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BUSTING STIGMA AND SILENCE
ARTI
JAIMAN
“ D o c t o r- s a a b ,
mera
shukranu
count
kamhai.
Bachcha
ho
sakta
hai
kya?”
...“Baarbaar infection ho jata hai. Davai
leti hoon toh theek ho jata hai, par fir se
ho jaata hai.”...“Mere pati sharaab pi kar
zor zabardasti karte hain. Mana karo toh
maarte hain. Kya karoon?”
There is a deafening silence in India
around sexual and reproductive health.
Trapped inside a cage of Victorian-era
moral norms and life-long stigmatisation
of the female body, we have reached
a stage where women cannot talk of
pleasure, men cannot talk of male
sterilisation, and even married couples
find it difficult to articulate their sexual
health issues to doctors when they do
finally consult one.
The situation becomes fertile ground for
“jhaad phoonk” quacks to peddle solutions
to everything from infertility to erectile
dysfunction. One of the most effective
media to puncture this silence and
stigma is radio, a medium that inherently
provides anonymity, and coupled with
mobile telephony, encourages dialogue.
Since 2013, Gurgaon Ki Awaaz Samudayik
Radio Station has been broadcasting
Chahat Chowk (Crossroads of Desire),
an hour-long radio program on sexual
and reproductive health. Designed as a
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Community Learning Program, a highly
participatory, story-based and multimedia approach to behavior change
communication first put forward by
Commonwealth of Learning, Chahat
Chowk is built around two or three first
person stories by community members,
mostly women, around a sexual health
issue. Wrapped around this story, or
stories, are information nuggets by a
health professional, a succinct did-youknow rapid-fire, and finally, an hour-long
live call-in segment with a doctor in the
studio.
The Live call-in is a crackling 60-minutes
of no holds barred questions from our
listeners. Adopting the value that all
questions are valid, and will not be judged,
and respecting the anonymity of callers,
doctors answer questions ranging from
conception despite low sperm count;
contraception, especially busting myths
around male sterilisation or NSV (No
Scalpel Vasectomy), consent between
sexual partners, and pleasure, to more
plain vanilla questions about menstrual
and sexual hygiene and proper care of a
pregnant woman.
The
result
after
continuously
broadcasting the show for seven years
is an increased willingness for listeners
to engage in sexual health programming,
and for many of them to act on the
information they receive by going to
consult a health professional, be it an
ANM in one of many PHCs or a doctor
at the city’s Civil Hospital or even a
private practitioner. That is the power of
participatory, ground-up radio.
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EMPOWERING PEOPLE @
THE EDGE OF INFORMATION
Established in 2002, New Delhi-based
Digital Empowerment Foundation (DEF)
aims to connect unreached and
underserved communities of India in an
effort to bring them out of digital
darkness and equip them with access to
information.
With the belief ‘Inform, Communicate and
Empower,’ DEF ﬁnds sustainable digital
interventions to overcome information
poverty in rural and remote locations of
India, and empower communities with
digital literacy, digital tools and last mile
connectivity. Through its various projects
across six programmatic areas, DEF has
marked its presence in more than 500+
locations across 100+ districts of 23
Indian states.

WHAT WE DO
PROMOTE DIGITAL LIVELIHOOD
& ENTREPRENEURSHIP

FACILITATE
DIGITAL LITERACY

ENSURE CAPACITY
AND SKILL BUILDING

PROVIDE CONDUCIVE
ENVIRONMENT TO
ACCESS INFORMATION

CREATE COMMUNITY-OWNED
AND COMMUNITY-BASED
INFRASTRUCTURE HUBS

CONTACT US
House No. 44, 2nd Floor, Kalu Sarai, New Delhi – 110016
91-11-42233100
/DEFIndia
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def@deﬁndia.net

www.deﬁndia.org

ESTABLISH
WIRELESS
CONNECTIVITY

CREATING A COMMUNICATION
PARADIGM: CR
potential of Community Radio Stations to
reach communities in a meaningful way.

SUPRIYA SAHU
Tucked away in a
corner of a serene
hill station in Tamil
Nadu’s Nilgiris, Radio
Kotagiri is bustling with
indigenous primitive tribal groups who
have come to record a song on their
Community Radio Station. Earlier in the
day, the station was hosting a discussion
on biosphere reserve and its importance for local communities. Far away in
Arunachal Pradesh, Radio City is busy recording some rare love songs sung by the
tribal women while harvesting rice. The
station is carefully and painstakingly not
only trying to record music but also preserving the dialects, languages and traditions of the region. Radio stations across
the country are archiving conversations
of the vulnerable and nearly disappearing
oral cultures.
Community Radios in India are making
people’s voices heard. After being in existence for nearly 18 years, since the CR
policy was framed, the sector struggles,
but continues to document the diversity
of the people, languages and art that they
seek to uphold, record, archive and further
propagate.
Community Radios are in a unique position
to reach out to the local community in the
local dialect and provide immediate feedback about the relevance and acceptance
of the broadcast programmes. Ministries
of Health and Family Welfare, Education,
Women and Child, Consumer Affairs and
Panchayati Raj have started realising the
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Given the vast landscape and diversity of
the country, there is still room for more
CRS to come up. The issues and challenges
need to be addressed through fast track
establishment and clearances, as well as
capacity building initiatives. Such processes will pave way for new players to contribute to preserving the diversity of languages, dialects and cultures. Let’s celebrate the
potential of CRS to grow and empower the
communities they serve.
Ministries of Rural Development, Health,
Panchayati Raj, and Human Resources Development have increasingly supported CR
stations. This support has been useful for
the stations to manage their day to day
operational cost.
Apart from investing in the modernisation
of the studio and equipment, it is critical
for stations to constantly innovate and
come out with better programming to
sustain the interest of the local community. Self-initiated peer reviews and social
audit of their programming is something
Community Radio Stations can not shy
away from.
The real challenge, however, for Community Radio Stations is to have a meaningful
engagement with the local community.
A real and robust engagement with local
community through a transparent and
credible process of community engagement is the way forward. This World Radio
Day in 2020, we celebrate the ever increasing relevance of the niche communities
that the community radio sector serves.
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N RAMAKRISHNAN

SAVING LIVES:
CR FOR DRR
In the last three decades ending 2010,
India faced over 430 natural disasters.
More than 140,000 lives were lost as a
result of these disasters, which resulted
in a loss of over INR 4800 crore . Poor
planning and ill informed communities
find themselves unprepared to cope.
But in a country of such diverse
geographies and such a bewildering
cultural and linguistic diversity, how
does one create sustained discussions
on disaster risk reduction (DRR) within
communities? Wouldn’t that need
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locally-situated, identifiable sources
of information that can communicate
in the language of the communities in
that area? Indeed it would – and luckily,
there’s a readymade mechanism that
is almost tailor made to perform that
function: Community radio (CR).
CR advocates have been calling for
the incorporation of community radio
stations within the disaster planning and
response process in South Asia since the
2004 Tsunami. But CR showed just how
well it could perform this function in the
aftermath of the cloudburst and flooding
in Uttarakhand in 2013: While the telecom
network failed almost immediately, the
7 CR stations in the state at the time –
including 3 in the most severely affected
districts – did exemplary work to inform
local communities, relay rescue and
response information and connect lost
individuals with their families. Ideosync’s
intervention at the time to bring these
stations together and connect them
to organisations working on climate
change, sustainable development and
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DRR under the MediaSCAPE programme
set the template for future interventions
of the kind involving CR, helping in
development of over 100 hours of DRR
related content and in the creation of
the first state CR policy on disaster risk
reduction in Uttarakhand in 2018.
In an ironic twist, in the same year, the
worst floods in a century to hit the South
Indian state of Kerala offered a fresh
opportunity to highlight the utility of
community radios as a mechanism to
prepare communities to face disasters.
As Ideosync’s extensive assessment of
the impact of the floods on the state’s
CR stations showed, not only did all
11 CR stations in the state stay on air
throughout the worst flooding, they
played a vital role in assisting the rescue
and relief efforts of the local authorities.
Subsequently, Ideosync’s UNESCO IPDC
programme-supported intervention in
2019-20, implemented in collaboration
with the Kerala State Disaster
Management Agency (KSDMA), brought
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together the Kerala CRs to train them on
issues around DRR, rapid response, and
long-term community-based planning
for disaster. During this process, the
CRs prepared templates for content
they could create before, during and
after disaster; and created protocols
and standard operating procedures
which they could follow during times
of disaster. They also assessed their
own premises and infrastructure with
a view to disaster-proofing their own
processes.
With regular shows on DRR themes
already in production by CRs, and
reaffirmed linkages with KSDMA and
the Govt of Kerala’s Information & Public
Relations division now established, the
Kerala CRs look set to take their task of
preparing and protecting their listener
communities to the next level before
the next rainy season. Their efforts, and
the tremendous response from their
communities, will set the template for
similar responses from other states
across India in days to come.
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RADIOING CULTURE
RAMESH C GAUR
Radio has been an
ephemeral
source
of social, political and
creative expression. It has
played a pivotal role since our childhood
as it was the only means of entertainment,
education and recreation when television
and computers were not part of our
daily lives. Radio comes to life with
human voice which fills our mind with
imagination once this voice reaches our
ears; it leaves a lasting impact on our
mind. It has been one of the popular
ways for exchange of information,
discussions on important international
and political events, sharing of knowledge
and discussing problems of our
day-to-day lives.
Therefore, keeping in mind the importance
of radio, the idea of World Radio Day was
first proposed by Spain’s Radio Academy in
2010. The following year, in 2011, UNESCO
declared the first World Radio Day. This
year the theme of International Radio Day
is ‘Radio and Diversity’.

S. Natarajan Collection, V.A.K. Ranga Rao
Collection, S.Venkatesan Collection and
Marie-Theresa Dutta Collection which
has been digitised and are available on
National Cultural Audiovisual Archives
for public, scholars and researchers to
study and disseminate the same among
the youth to foster protection of dying
audio heritage in our country.
Radio can play an effective role in
promoting and creating awareness
among the masses about our endangered
intangible heritage. It is an effective
medium to connect with people in remote
areas where other media fails. People feel
more connected to the voice they hear
rather than the visuals on the television.
Various activities on radio can be planned
for documentation and safeguarding
our intangible cultural heritage of oral
traditions, language and music. Now
a days, thousands of hours of radio
programs are being dug out of long
neglected archives, listened to, evaluated,
catalogued and digitised.

UNESCO encourages all countries to
celebrate this Day by undertaking activities
with diverse partners, such as national,
regional and international broadcasting
associations and organisations, nongovernmental organisations, media
organisations, outlets as well as the public
at large.

Radio dramas, exhibitions, conference,
panel discussions and live performances
on our dying traditions can be held and
same can be aired on radio to create
awareness among the youth not only
about the importance of our culture but
also one of the popular media which has
been used as a platform for giving shape
to various events at the time of our
Independence, World War I and World
War II.

Cultural Archives, Kala Nidhi divison
of Indira Gandhi National Centre for
the Arts (IGNCA) has been a repertoire
of audio collection of some important
personalities like Sadagopan Collection,

Thus, Radio can act as a bridge between
between citizens and everything that
constitutes tangible and intangible
heritage. It can strengthen the bond
between people and culture.
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THE COMMUNICATION CIRCLE :
RETURNING BACK TO SYMBOLS
OSAMA MANZAR
Breaking the barriers
of languages - symbols,
sounds & gestures have
been a part of human
communication from time immemorial.
In the contemporary Digital Era, we have
gone full circle and returned to the use
of symbols in a more developed pattern.
The digital revolution, especially the
rise and pervasiveness of smartphones
and other ICT tools, has given new
meaning and acceptance to the symbols
that are used regularly by the masses
across ethnic and linguistic diversity. It
provides insight that symbols are not only
the manifestation of acceptance across
many cultures and languages, but also a
powerful tool of expression and creation
of narratives.
There are around 500 million smartphone
users across India, 200 million of which
belong to small towns and rural
India. Majority of these people
have not received formal education, hence,
can recognise iconised symbols like
‘forward’ or ‘share’ buttons from platforms
like WhatsApp and Facebook anywhere.
These symbols have empowered even
the illiterates (in the traditional sense),
enabling them to share content which
moves or influences them. The use of
symbols and oral language thus, creates an
inclusive environment for all overcoming
barriers and stereotypes based on skills,
knowledge, gender, religion, etc.
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The use of ubiquitous emoticons
has pervaded our everyday lives so
intricately that even when someone
makes a face or talks about an emotion
in the back of our mind, we can
actually visualise emoticons from various
apps. The point being that symbols and
oral communication together helps
develop visualisation, which has its own
pros and cons.
The power of visualisation and personal
understanding of the topics which may
or may not be correct, can still be used
to mobilise masses with similar thought
process and no understanding of the
importance of critical thinking. Most
informed audience is also unaware if the
content at their disposal is authentic or
not, with no regards to how far their shared
information can travel and what could be
the consequences. We use these tools
carelessly in lieu of making fun, passing
time or merely to be proud of the fact that
we shared it first. Language in any form
requires us to be responsible in context to
the dissemination of information.
Even with the second-highest Internet
users, India still has vast Digital Divide
especially in rural and far-flung
areas. As the world embraces greater
access to information and services online,
the excluded individuals are being further
excluded—almost to the level of being
disenfranchised.
As we tune into the future, it’s time we
connect the unconnected - using symbols
and oral communication to build an allinclusive digitally literate society.
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INFLUENCING BEHAVIOUR FOR
SOCIAL CHANGE
NISHA
NARAYANAN
In this highly crowded
media space, how effective
is radio in influencing behaviour and
social change?
Radio for India is a powerful medium
that is growing at a steady speed. It is
not only interactive, but also hyperlocal
in its nature. It is free of cost, unlike
cable and satellite television, which is
getting expensive. It is much affordable
compared to a mobile phone or television.
There is a myth that commercial Radio
players don’t talk about social issues.
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With radio being a mass medium, we
work on creating content that brings
social change. Recently we concluded
a campaign in association with Delhi
Government, ‘Paani Yaad Dila Denge’ to
sensitise people about water scarcity
in Delhi. Another groundbreaking
campaign ‘Ab Watan Dabayega Button’
where we mobilised people to come
forward and vote across the country. The
campaign won the prestigious ‘National
Award’ by Election Commission of India
presented by Hon’ble President of India,
Shri Ram Nath Kovind.
Can
non-music
content
differentiator for radio?

be

a

With the coming of digital, today’s
consumers aren’t looking at radio only
for music as it is accessible across
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mediums like podcasts, streaming apps,
etc. This leaves non-music content as
the only differentiator for radio.
RED FM’s constant effort has been
to create meaningful and innovative
content formats for everyone. We
invest a lot of time to create content
for various markets, keeping in mind
topical issues and sentiments of the
listeners. We have built further on the
fact that we are an ‘Entertainment
brand’ and not just a radio brand. We
have strengthened our events, IP and
activation business, and expanded our
digital offerings. We believe these are
our growth enablers in the years to
come.

the absence of a proper currency on
radio which stops it from quantifying
reach. We hope that in the next coming
years, we ease regulation and make it
much better because the biggest fear is
technology and digital invasion, which
is happening around us and traditional
mediums like radio should be given an
opportunity to compete with the ecosystem driven industry.

What is the potential for regional
content in radio vis-a-vis exclusive
Hindi/English channel?
The future of radio will be highly focused
on regional content. The phase of ‘Radio
Reinvention’ will see players focusing
highly on more regional/ language
based content. There is nothing more
powerful than entertaining regional
content. With major focus being shifted
to Indie artists and music, somewhere
the direction is changing from a
Bollywood driven industry to a more
artist-driven industry. The growth of
regional music parallel to the growth of
Indie music in the country.
What are the trends in 2020 and the
predictions for the decade?
The coming decade will see a lot of
radio channels experimenting with
their programing and digital content.
We are hopeful that the industry will
overcome challenges of being restricted
by stringent government policies.
Apart from policy issues, there is also
the problem of lack of research and
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